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Abstract
Dust particles represent an important fraction of the matter composing the interplanetary medium. The large number and broad diversity of dust particles lead to in situ dust measurements that are based on the detection of the
charges generated by dust impacts, recorded by the STEREO/WAVES instrument near 1 A.U. We study the electric signals produced by these impacts, using the waveform sampler data produced by the TDS subsystem of the radio
instrument connected to three monopole antennas. We present statistics of typical shapes and features of signals generated by almost simultaneous impacts of macroscopic dust particles detected by the TDS. Comparison of the data
to the theoretical model of how pulses are generated by charge collection follows. These results will have implications on dust detection from Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter missions.

I Introduction II Different STEREO/WAVES dust waveforms

Ø STEREO - two spacecrafts at around 1A.U.
Ø Observations in the radio frequency range

(2.5 kHz–16 MHz) using three orthogonal, 6-
meter monopole antennas (X, Y and Z)

Ø TDS (Time Domain Sampler) produces a time 
series of the voltage at the antennas terminals
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C D

A - triple hit
B - triple hit with preshoot
C – triple hit with one 
inverted
D – inverted triple hit

III Signal generated model and fitting

Sketches of signal generation: response of antennas
and spacecraft to the influence of electrons and ions
from the impact cloud. 

Dust impact signals recorded by STEREO A in 2008. Black dots represent TDS data and the 
red line shows the fitting result susing a least squares fitting method with function

IV Conclusions and perspectives

Ø With lots of measurements we have access to in situ mass distribution through Q.
Ø Epsilon parameter may give information on the cloud temperature (impact velocity).
Ø Soon, applying dust detection routines on Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter TDS data(J. Soucek EGU 

2020 presentation).
Ø Soon,  applying fitting routines on  Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter TDS data
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Electric signals detected by 
S/WAVES TDS: low
frequency waves, whistler
waves, Langmuir waves, …, 
dust. Further focus: triple hit 
dust events – events detected
by all three antennas

Developed routines: 
• for triple hit dust detection
• for classification of different triple 

hit waveforms
• for sorting the most common forms

(panels  A, B, C, D) and statistics.
Above mentioned routines are applied
on TDS database from STEREO A in 
2008:
94% of events are represented by 
graphics forms A and B. Events 
represented by graphic forms C and D 
are omitted from the further analysis.Triple hit waveforms distribution

Fittings (of forms A & B) lead to a 
satisfying accuracy in 30% of cases.
Fitted parameters:
• t0 – event beginning, 
• preshoot amplitude,
• main shoot amplitude,
• rise time, 
• decay time. 

Current study on statistics of these
parameters.


